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ORAK Factory Company
Introduction
By the grace of god, our company started to produces precast floors
panels in our first fully automated factory in Riyadh at 2014 under the
strategic plan for the company to build a number of factories for the
production of concrete prefab building components (floors - walls –
stairs) to meet the growing demand for housing in the kingdom as
well as to reduce costs and speed of delivery while maintaining
quality and durability .Orak precast company provide you with the
reinforced concrete prefabricated floor manufactured by world – class
automated factory in Riyadh that can be transported and installed
anywhere. The company’s engineering office and from your original
building designs defines your needs of precast floor panels.
General Manager
D.ENG: Mohammad ALsohime

Vision and Mission
Vision
Achieve leadership in the construction industry, precast concrete
products and advanced engineering solutions

Mission
Technologies transfer and development of manufactured precast
parts in collaboration with our partners COOTE ENGINEERING from UK
& ELEMATIC from Finland to establish a culture of precast concrete for
housing in the kingdom.

ORAK PRECAST COMPANY
ORGANIZATION

Executive General Manager

Information Tecnology (IT)
Admenistration & Humen
Resourcces

Design & Engineering
Quality Control & Quality
Assurance (QA/QC)
- Safety

Finance

Production Department
- Maintenance
- Logistics

Sales & Marketing

Project Management &
Planning

- Procurement

Construction
- Transportation

Factory Abilities
The factory produces reinforced Hollow Core Slabs a width of 600 mm
with a thickness of 150mm and 210 mm and length up to 8meters the
factory is capable of producing up to 1500 square meter per day with
a minimum number of workers.

Safety first

The ultimate goal of the organization is to eliminate the accidents
and provide a safe and healthy working environment that will
trigger a physical and mental well-being which will lead to
productivity.

The department has prepared to a comprehensive safety program
entailing the safety employee program and guidelines for safety
for production thru erection activities.

Safety orientation is conducted for every employee before they
will be deployed to their work assignment. Safety meeting is
also initiated to monitor the process operation in fulfillment to
the company safety management system.

HOLLOW CORE SLAB
SYSTEM

The hollow core slab system is a replacement of conventional house flooring it
has the advantage of reduced weight up to 40%, ease of construction and
having better strength and quality .

BEARING :
Under normal conditions the hollow core slabs will need a minimum bearing not
less than 60mm.
Bearing well, under normal conditions, always be designed as 80mm - 100mm
in order to allow for tolerances in the main load bearing structure.

Slab Properties -150mm




Self weight of slabs is approximately 2.5kn/m
3
2
1.0m of grout will cover approximately 75m

2

Loading requirements



Bs 6399 gives the required load carrying capacities for various applications.
Some common applications are :



 Housing - 1.5kn/m
2
 Garages - 2.5kn/m
 Industrial - 5.0kn/m
Note: Wall loads are in addition to the above.
2

Span (m)

Load KN/m

1.9

16.3

2.4

12.6

2.9

10.1

3.4

10.1

3.9

8.5

4.4

6.6

4.9

3.8

5

3.3

2

Span Load Table (heavy applications)
Clear Span (m)
Depth of Structural Screed

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

50mm

10

9.8

8.5

6.6

3.4

1.2

75mm

10.2

10

8.7

8.6

6.2

3.1

100mm

10.4

10.1

8.8

8.7

7.6

5.1

Table 1

Slab Properties- 210 mm




Self-weight of slabs is approximately 2.9kn/m
3
2
1.0m of grout will cover approximately 75m
Span (m)

Load KN/m

2.9

14.7

3.4

11.8

3.9

10.1

4.4

8.3

4.9

7

5.4

6.6

5.9

5.1

6

4.5

2

2

Span load table (heavy application)
Clear Span (m)

Depth of Structural Screed

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

50mm

7.9

7.7

6.6

3.6

1.5

75mm

8.7

8.2

8.0

5.2

2.7

100mm

9.1

8.5

8.2

7.0

3.9

Table 2

INSTALLATION:
Once the hollow core slabs are well erected using 20-50 tons crane, the
electrical conduit and plumping can be taken through the hollow cores as well
as through longitudinal and transverse joints.
The conduits are thus out of sight and safe from damage. If screed provided on
top of the slabs, the conduits are normally run in the screed and holes are
drilled through the slab for installation of the electrical boxes.
If false ceiling is provided, it is most common that the very conduit is placed
between the soffit of the slabs and the false ceiling.

SCREEDING :
The hollow core slab are need to non structural topping is specified a simple 40
– 50 mm leveling screed is necessary or structural topping for heavy load see
previous tables 1&2 .

CANTILEVER SLABS :
Hollow core slab can be cantilevered until 1.2 m depending on the slabs
thickness, and other cases.
The cantilevered slabs can be used for making balconies, bay windows,
extensions and other decorative structures.

Sound & Insulation
The benefits of concrete for reducing sound transfer have been
realized and used in house construction for years. The use of concrete
floor slabs between levels has proven to cut noise transfer by over
50%.

FIRE RATE :
One of the attributes of hollow core slab construction is excellent fire
resistance. More than 30 standard fire tests (ASTM E119) have been conducted
on hollow core floor assemblies.
The standard fire test method, ASTM E119, limits the average temperature rise
of the unexposed surface, i.e., the surface of floor or roof not exposed to fire, to
250 °F (120° C) during a fire test. This criterion is often called the heat
transmission end point.
For solid concrete slabs, the temperature rise of the unexposed surfaces
depends mainly on the slab thickness and aggregate type. Figure 6.2 shows the
relationship between slab thickness and fire endurance as determined by the
heat transmission end point criterion.
Equivalent Thickness
The information in Figure 6.2 is applicable to hollow core slabs by entering the
graph with the “equivalent thickness” of the unit instead of the thickness.
Equivalent thickness can be calculated by dividing the net area of the cross
section of a hollow core unit by the width of the unit.
The equivalent thickness for our hollow core is 4.8 inch equal 2 hours and after
adding 50 mm (screed) at 6 inch more than 3 hours.

Advantages of reinforced flooring against
prestressed flooring
Precast
No Precamber – Ideal For Finishing Trades
600 mm Wide Lighter Unit Requires Smaller Crane
Shear Keys at both sides of the slab
Slabs are produced at the required length.

DO AND DO NOT
Important Information
“DO”
•Grout shear keys before floor is loaded and before joints fill with debris.
•Ensure grout has reached required strength before loading of floor.
•Use C35/10 concrete when grouting.
•Sufficiently wet shear keys before placing grout.
•Prop spans exceeding 3.0m at mid span before grouting.
•Prop all floors loaded with blocks.
•Prop all cantilevered slabs at extreme free edge.
•Allow one cubic meter of grout for every 75 sq. meters of flooring.
•Read attached information regarding your particular job.

“DO NOT”
•Do not exceed loadings as indicated on your customer drawings
•Do not leave floor ungrouted.
•Do not grout with anything other than specified mix.
•Do not leave out any specified steel.
•Do not load floor before grout has cured.
•Do not load unpropped floors when span exceeds 3.0 meters.
•Do not remove props before loading removed.
•Do not use impact tools when fixing to or creating openings in slabs.
•Do not plaster direct until floor above has been completed

Tests and Quality Control
ORAK Factory is built up at the state of the art of technology by
COOTE ENGINEERING Company from UK to produce reinforced
hollow-core slab at European standards which have been tested and
approved by specialized lab in UK.

Tests of the product with a specialized company
The company has conducted the required product tests with the SASO accredited
specialized company AL HOUTI, Our Company has got the quality of the product
certificate.

Tests of the product with Prince Salman University
The company in collaboration with the Faculty of Engineering at the University of
Prince Salman at Al-Kharj is conducting tests of the product according to ISO
specifications with the participation of students and professors from the Faculty
of Engineering

Daily control
Lab technicians perform daily control tests of the concrete components and mix
to meet the international standard quality control procedures in our own
laboratory in the factory.

ELEMATIC ACOTEC WALL PANELS
Our company has signed a contract with ELEMATIC to build our new factory of
wall panels in Riyadh. The production will start at the end of 2015.
Acotec stands for Advanced Construction Technology and it is a registered
trademark of Elematic. Acotec-line by Elematic is a compact and highly automated
production for manufacture of light non-load bearing, high partition walls.
Production is based on a stationary extruder. The line is uniquely simple to install,
run, and maintain, requiring only 900 m2 of factory space. Each line is constructed
of standard components utilizing the latest automation and technology. Acotecline is also suitable for installation into existing production facilities.
The sound insulating as well as moisture and fire resistant Acotec-Panels are
exceedingly suitable in any moist areas, such as bathrooms and kitchen areas.
Construction is up to six times faster than traditional brickwork and twice as fast
as block work.

Projects
Actual Projects
1- Alfursan Villas at alkhrj
2- Dyrab
3- wehdat alwatn

Future projects
1- aleskan at Riyadh
2- sabia Housing

Alfursan Villas Project at alkhrj

Company Activities
Participation in Big 5 Exhibition 2014 in Jeddah.

Participation in Big 5 Exhibition 2014 in Dubai.

Participation in Saudi Build 2014 in Riyadh.

Salman University Engineering college visit to the factory.

